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ABSTRACT

This papa addmsn tIlL tinu! disturbanus DID patimts may Jrtqundly and in~1y apmmu. Tinu! 3ni5t' is descri1xd a.f a rub5d ofnali!), /J"aption. In his pion«ring wo,*, ~Jand ana·
l)-:.hl thnL tinu! disturbanus in tnwu of tkgrn:s ofpnaiwd nalif)'HiJ normativt hinnrchy of tinu! and matM apmnlus (Juch lU
fantasies, iikaJ. and thoughts) is frr~kd. Jan~t distinguishLd two
basic waY.'l in w/.ich patirot.'! mm.ijtJt thnr di.'lturbance oj reality
and ti~ .'In1y: placing aCCOU/lts of 1Ji.'lOOe.J too MgII ill the lIimlr'
ti,)'. and placing account.'! too low. This distinction is utiliud in
disCUlling some WQ)'.'1 in which IJIJ) patirot.'! may .'lUff" ti~ du·
turbanus. Spmolottmtion is paid to tIlL ways i" which nactioot·
M traumatic mmroria intnfn? with tllLapmmuof a normal smM
ofrmlity and tinu!. Thnnfxutic chan~ U. in tSSt'nu, tIlL nwgani:.ation oftllLapt:rinlceofrmll" and tinu!.ln this papa. thnafxutic
apprr)(J(;hes tJwt oddres.'! this rmrganiz.ation art! pmmkd within 1M
contoct ofa ph~tM trtOtmmt.
"Time and memory are works of arl."
- CUY0l4 (jromJand, 1928b. p. 297).

Time is an organizing principle that prO\;des essential
ps)'chological and S(K:ial stnJcmre. It is a container mat allo\\'S
us to distinguish present from past and future experience.
As such. it pro\;des a screening function for Q\'erwhelming
affects and senso!)' Q\'crload that \\'ould accompany too many
simuh.ancousexperiences. The p.assageoftime is marked b)'

e\'er')' culture, gi,;ng histor')' a place of central significance
from which we may learn and direct the present and future.
One's unique identity is a de\'e!opmentaJ accumulation of
experiences, both intrapsychic and external, that are
sequenced and maintained in time. Se"ere lime distortions
create disorientation and disorganization. and at a fundamental Je\'eJ, dismpt one's essential sense ofidentity.
Disturbances in a sense of realit), and time characterize
many psychiatric conditions, but an: most pre\-aJentand dramatic in trauma-induced disorden. including dissociati"e
identity disorder (DID). Time sense is at least part.l)' a function of reality. The space-time continuum is a fundamcntal
and assumed backgrollnd upon which we experience our
perccptions ofreality. TIlis paper will address the various time
disturbances manifcsted in dissociative palients. Picrre
Janet's m.yor contributions regarding time disturb.ances \\;11
be integrated with the more contemporar')'works that relate
time cxperiences and trauma. Following me constnlction of
this conceptual Crame.....o rk. case material rele\'3nl to time
distortion phenomena in dissociative patients will be
described and clinical approaches and interventions \\;11 be
offered. Because time and realit), are inextricably related,
bom ,\;1\ be discussed in this paper. Howe\·er.the emphasis
will be on time distortions.

Time Distorli01IS
A number of specific stales ma)' cause temporal disturbances. Time distortion is a common I)henomena in hn~
nosis and in other primar') processes. including psychosis and
borderline fragmentation (Cooper, 1952; Hartocollis. 1978;
Loomis. 1951: Cooper & Erickson, 1954; Erickson & Erickson.
1958; Hammond. 1990). Affective states such as anxiet)"
depression, and boredom may also produce time distortions
(Hartocollis, 1972, 1976, 1978). Hypnotic and primar')' processes, as \\'cll as intcnsc affective sL~tes, are often obseryed
in scvcrely traumatizcd patients.
Trauma itself has been hypothesized to create time disturbances. Terr argues that time sense isa reiatin::I)' newC\'oJutionary acquisition. and as such is fairly easily disnlpled by
Uduma (1983. 1984. 1990, 199-1). She funher belie\'es that
time disnlptions rna)' be a good indication of the presence
of trauma. Terremphasizes me potential coping and defensive uses of time distortions in warding off stressful excita-
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TABLE 1

Pierre Janet's Hierarchy of Feelings of Reality

1.

The present reality which applies to material as well
as to mental entities and events.

2.

The immediate future which interests us almost as
much as the present, though with somewhat less
vividness.

3.

The recent past, to which is attached the affective
memory with happy and unhappy recollections, illusions (deceptions) and regrets.

4.

The ideal which we do not recognize as real, but
which we wish to see realized.

5.

The distant futurewhich we hope to see realized, but
which is too remote to greatly interest us.

6.

The dead or distant past which is lost in affective character, but whose reality we still maintain as having
occurred in time.

7.

The imaginary unreality in regard to which we take
the precaution of denying its reality. The dream,
when it is recognized as such, is one variety of this
type.

8.

The idea, a verbal form whose reality we neither
affirm nor deny.

9.

The thought, a verbal form in regard to which we do
not even ask the question of reality or unreality.

AdaptedfromP.Janet, 1925, (Pp. 148-149)

tion. Investigations into the neurophysiology of trauma
have yielded the hypothesis that the temporalizing and contextualizing capacities of the brain are disrupted due to peritraumatic changes in the limbic system (van der Kolk, 1991,
1996) .

janet's Hierarchy ofFeelings ofReality
Janet systematically observed his patients' experience of
reality and time and eventually developed what he referred
to as a hierarchy of feelings of reality (Janet, 1925, 1928).
Both intrapsychic and external events are included in this
hierarchy, and one's sense of time is a major determinant
of event placement.
Janet not only related time experiences to this hierarchy of feelings of reality, but also intrapsychic experiences
such as fantasies, dreams, ideas, and tllOughts, which are
sometimes confused with external reality. These distortions
would involve a confusion about the locus of events. This is
a crucial component of trauma response, and extremely relevant to the current debates on memory and dissociation.
Therefore, it deserves more attention than can be given in
this paper, and will thus be more fully discussed in a separate paper.
In Figure 2,Janet graphically showed how his hierarchy
of feelings of reality applies to time experiences.
The degree of reality attributed to particular episodes
in our lives is largely determined by the emotions connected to the episode. The dictum, "Time heals all wounds" is
founded on the premise that the more distant the event, the
less real- and subsequently the less emotional- it seems in
the present. However, with dissociated traumatic memories,
we find that time does not automatically heal. Whenever traumatic memories are (re) experienced, time has become confused or frozen (Bonaparte, 1940; Chu, 1991; Modell,1990;
Reis, 1995; van der Kolk & van der Hart, 1991).
Janet presented his hierarchy as rather fixed. This is, of
course, not how most people deal with the different phenomena mentioned in this hierarchy. They can voluntarily
and temporarily place them higher or lower, in accordance
with specific goals they have in mind. For example, when
individuals choose to remember a difficult event, they may
weave a narrative that evokes the reality of that past event to
a greater or lesser exten t. If they were relating the story to a
relative stranger, a lower degree of reality would be more
appropriate. However, if they were relating the story to a therapist in order to resolve some unfinished business, a more
intense, and thus higher degree of reality, would be appropriate. However, there is an element of conscious intent and
manipulation inherent in this process, and the individual
rarely experiences a confusion of time sequence, i.e., actually confusing the past and the present.
For many patien ts, not only dissociative disorder patien ts,
this hierarchy of time is distorted more extensively and less
consciously. Janet stated that "a very large number of men- ~
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tal troubles are nothing btU a poor loc.tlization of c\'enlS wilh·
in me compass oflhis schema~ (1928a, p. 149). When such
patients rcpon something. they place it im'oluntarily at a
different level than most people do. And when they do so,
they often indicate that tJley suffer \\ilh it. When perceptual time functions are disturbed - i.e., rhythm, duration,
sequence, and temporal perspective (Ornstein, 1975) -alterations in the hierarch)' of feelings of reality ....ill ensue. and
time .sen~ \<oilJ I.hus also be disturbed.
The ego is involved in regulating time disturbances.
~Iodell, a contemporary ps)'choan<tJ}'Sl. stated that the ego
-is a structure engaged in the proccMing and reorganizing
oftime~ (1990, p. ii) and Lhallhe essence of therapeutic
change is the reorganization of time so that the past. present. and (Ulure are contiguously aligned_

FIGURE I

Relationship Between Course ofTimc and
Degree of Reality
(Adapted from P.Janet. 1925, p. -192)

Reality
Present

Placing Accollnts in the Hinurdry
Jan~t distinguished n-u basic "''a)'5 in which parienrs man·
ifest their disturbance of reali£)' and time sense: I) placing
accounts ofepisodes too high in the hierarchy, and 2) placing accounts too low. Usually when one aCCount is tOO high
(for example, a past e'\'ent), it follows that another account
(for example. the present) will automaticaJlybe tOO low. TIlis
holds not only for e'\'ents in time. but also for \'arious menta! activities. A thought. idea, or fantasy mal' seem more real
than external realil)', and may subsequently be misplaced
in time. For instanc~. a patient had the idea of killing his
abusi\'e father when he was eleven, and continued to belie\'e
in the present, 45 years latcr, that hc was in the process of
planning the father's death, in spite of the fact the father
had actually died se\'en rears prior. Thus a fantasy may be
100 high and prcsent rcality be too low on the hierarchy,
accompanying the time distortion. This is particularly evi·
dent in the strongly hcld bcliefin DID lhal various identities
are separate and autonomous r.llher than manifestations of
one's own self.
Placi'lg accQl/n($ (00 high. There are patients who always
raise their accoulll on the schema. ~'Icntal activities and/or
the past or futur~ ar~ plac~d before external, current reali·
ty in tlle hierarchy. Such individuals ~make out ofthe bygone
past a recent past. an imlllcdiatc future or cvcn a presell1~
(Janet, 1925, p, 149). An example is presented by his patient
Lkon, a 35-)'ear-old man suffering from depression who is
contemplating mcmOl;cs of an cxtremely happy period of
his life:

It is a \'Cry speeialmcmory. which, tllOugh a
memoryof the past. has attached to it a peculiar mark of the presenL To be sure I almost
alwa)'5 kno"" that it is only a memory of the
past, but it is a past ""hich is §() dose to me... or
course. I kno"" that these things have taken
place more than a }'e'M ago, but ""hen the
image appears, it seems to m~ that it "''as yes-

Course of Time

terday, that only a month before I ha\'e becn
in this apartment, .. (Janet. 1925, p. 145).
In a word. these mcmorics are cxtremely rich andJancl
referred to them as ~memories which are too real ~ (1925, p.
145).
A special category of past experiences is extrcmely ele\-ated on Ihe hierarchy when it dominates consciousness, i.e.,
ll'aumatic memories. They are part ofexperiential recall, and
must be distinguished from ordinary or narrative mcmo'1'
(Janet. 1904; \'an del' Kolk & van del' I-I art, 1991), Modell
also refers to this elevation of reactivated traumatic memories on thc hicrdrchy of degrees of reality: "'In cases of trauma, where the memory of the past is kept alive and is not
assimilated, the past dominates and truncates present time~
(1990. p. 80). Hm..'e\'er. ""eshould note that howe'\'er intense
and o\'~rwhelmingthe re-experience ofrrauma is, it is ne'\'~r
fully realized as such, because tlle traumatic memory is itself
a Slate ofnon-reali7.3tion which contains a disturbance in time
functioning as well as a misplacement in th~ hierarch)' of
feelings of realil)' (van dCI" Hart. Steele. Boon, & Bro""n.
1993).
Ptacingacamnl.S too low. Other patients are characterized
by the tendenC}' 10 drop tlleir accounts, and to plac~ them
lower in the hi~rarch}' than would seem nonnal. Janet
described asthenia who would relegate the recent past as
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either imaginary or as distant past. ''They present unreal
memories. Some even go farther and transform the present
into a dream or a fancy" (Janet, 1925, p. 149). Many DID
patients report current depersonalization experiences as
though they were a "dream" or "not very real." Out of body
experiences place accounts of reality lower in that the individual does not experience events as happening to him or
herself, butrather to someone else. The developmentofseparate identities during trauma is a way to place an event lower
in the hierarchy of degrees of reality: "It didn't happen to
me, it happened to that other little girl."
The emptiness of depersonalization and derealization
is also at least partially a result of placing accounts too low
in the hierarchy. A patient of one of the author's said:
Nothing is really real, not me, not you, not
this room. Oh yes, the pain is real, but it lives
in some dimension that I am not really part
of. It invades me and haun ts me and hurts
me more than I can say, but still I'm not real.
Janet (1925, 1928) described memories placed too low
on his hierarchy as "unreal." For ti,e patients reporting such
memories:
they are only empty reports, with no imageI]'
or attitudes surrounding tllem, calling forth
no feeling ofjoy or of sadness; and arousing
no interest or desire for action, in the way of
either dra\\~ng them out or cutting them
short. Sometimes these unreal reports are not
even accompanied by belief, and the patient
cannot affirm tI,at these ,~sions have had a
real existence in ti,e past (Janet, 1925, p. 145).

The Defensive Nature ofTime and The Role ofRealization
The capacities to maintain perceptual time functioning
and a reasonable hierarchy of degree of reality following trauma are intimately associated with the process of realization
(Janet, 1935, 1945). Realization is the organizing psychological principle that allows trauma to be relegated to the
space-time continuum, to a particular place and time in one's
history, thus allowing one to have life after the trauma. Van
der Hart et al. (1993) stated that "realization requires
putting ti,e event into words, relating it as a narrative, and
reconciling the experience within the personality, tllereby
restoring continuity to the individual's personal. history
[i.e., the experience of time]. Non-realization of ti,e trauma can exist to YaIJ~ng degrees" (p. 163).Janet (1935) stated that traumatized individuals have not "realized" the traumatic even t, and referred to DID as a disorder of
non-realization. Non-realization often results in a combination of amnesia and experiences that manifest major time

disturbances. Realization is a necessary and crucial component of trauma work, and requires strong ego resources.
Unfortunately, such resources are often disrupted by trauma, or in the case of long-term early trauma and neglect,
may be non-existent or very poorly organized.
The defensive purpose of continuous time is to move
the individual through trauma and put distance between the
past and present even though relization may not yet have
occurred. The gradual process of realization then paves the
way to a fuUlre connected with, but not determined by, the
past. However, in the traumatized patient who believes that
knowing is intolerable, an ongoing disturbance of reality and
time may be one manifestation of a resistance to realization
- what we might cal1 a phobia for realization - and it may be
treated tllerapeutically as such in at least some cases. In the
case of DID, the difficulties with realization and ,vith affect
regulatory capacities, coupled ,vith chronic time disturbances, disrupt ti,e essential cohesion of identity (Reis, 1995).
It is important to note that the degree of perceived reality of an event and the level of realization may not coincide.
Dissociative experiences have a very low degree of realization in general, with varying degrees of experienced reality.
For example, one patient may be completely amnestic for a
rape; another may experience it primarily as traumatic intrusion phenomena on a sensorimotor level and cannot provide a lucid narrative; another may report the facts without
feelings. Wel1-integrated experiences hold a high degree of
realization, but with va~ng degrees of reality delegated to
tI,em, depending on their appropriate place in the hierarchy. This is another way of describing the various ways of traumatic knowing and not knowing described so elegantly by
Laub and Auerhahn (1993).
Amnesia: The Ultimate Degree of Unreality
Although it is clear that amnesia is a very complex and
not always wel1-understood process, it does appear that disorders of time in DID patients are functionally connected
witll disorders of memory. Indeed, we might conclude that
one has memory difficulties in the aftermath of trauma at
least partly because time sense and perception and sense of
reality have become so severely disordered.
Memory disorders are concerned \,~th the quality, quantity, and categories of recal1: whether events are recalled, and
with what degree of accuracy and comple'teness, under what
circumstances, and by what means. Reality and time disorders are concerned ,vith the experience of reality and thus
the memory of it. The question posed by such disturbances
is: "How is memory experienced in relation to sense of reality
and time?" Is memory experienced as present, as recent past,
as distant past, as a dream, as unreal, or as never having happened at all? Are the perceptual time functions intact for
the memory? Is there an undisturbed conceptualization of
time in which to place the memory? Do intrapsychic mental activities replace memory within the hierarchy of reality?
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Both time and memory disorders arc charactenlcd by
a lack of realization. Janet (1925, 1928) linked ~cenain '<lrieties of amnesia to the way in which indi\iduals evaluate
their experiences in terms ofhis hicrarchyofdegrees of realin. Amnesia for LJAUmalic experiences and orner dissociated experiences implies the ultimate degree of unreality, i.e.,
non-naliull;(nJ (Janet. 1935).
Amnesia is althe )O,,'esl poin! ofJaner"s hierarch}' offcelings ofrealit)': it is the complete absence of the experience
of Lime and thus. the complete absence of the experience
of re-.dill' II nOI onl) ilwol,'cs lhe absence of a sense of realif'" but also a IOlallack of realization. A patiem "ith amne~ia fails to place an account of e\'cnt anp"'here in 1I1C hierarch).
M

Jand'S hJdtoiogiad AlwlJsis
Janet indicatL-d that the more inherent richness accompan}ing psychological phenomena. the higher they are
placed in the hierarch\', and that the more inhibited the
actiollsaccompan}ing ps)chological phenomena, the lower
the}' are placed in the hierarchy. Thus. for the severely traumatized patient there is a paucity and shallO\\1less ofresponse,
a lack of verbal clarit)' and emotional range that is associated wi.th a SOrt of hrinking of the report which reduces it to
its core. The numbing and denial phase of the PTSD cycle
would be in ~idence as the patient puts accounts too low in
the hierarchy of degrees of reality. and when the accounts
are placed tOO high. the patielll would cycle into the inu'Usion phase. The inability to give proper weight to present
experience severely impedes learning, and therefore, the
patient has difficulty altering tr.lumatic beliefs and expectations.
TrcaunCIlI intcrycntionsare thusdireeted toward assist·
ing the patient to relegate accounts to the proper place in
time and resulting degrce of reality, whcther it means lowcring thc acCOunt 01' raising it on the hierarchy of feelings
of reality. In any event, a primary goal of treatment would
be to encourage full realization of traumatic e\·cnLS. which
wc ha\"c distinguishcd from abreaCtion or catharsis (van der
I Ian & Brown. 1992; van der Hart et 411., 1993).
Janet (192841 & b) concluded that these differcnt evaluations of events change the indi\idual and form various
aspects of personality. Thusan individual would bequite different during a period in which his or her accounts were
higher than at a period when accounts were lower in the hierarchy. Janet stated that he had observed patients who thus
~would establish a \'eritable split of personality. The subconscious, certain varieties of amnesia. multiple personal il}'. are often onl}' the results of these modifications- (Janet.
192841, p. 149). We would not agrec wlthJanet that DiD, for
instance, is the mull of such modifications, but rather that
such modifications mOl\' be the result of rraumatic dissociation; the point being. in an)' case, that DID is often related
to disturbed localization of events in time.

Time Disorders i,. DiD PatiDds
Time distortions in DiD are related to misplacing e\"cnts
in the hierArch)' ofpercei\'ed reality. Often there is a simult..~neousseriesofhighand low misplacements. Forexample.
when an account is placed tOO high (a flashback), the c\"cnts
lhat properly belong in that category are automatica.lJr placed
tOO low to some degree (a....'arenessofthe present moment).
Similarly, accounts of intr.lps)"chic reality may be confused
with external realit}. and mar be placed tOO high in the hierarch)'. TIle following categories of time distortion phenomena are present in DJD"'hen accounts are misplaced: I) automalic shifts in experiences of past and present ~'ents; 2)
distortions in experiencing the future; 3) dominance ofdC',"e1opmentalh'fixated time perspecli\'eS in certain idenlities; 4)
identities experience of the non-tr.lumatic past as present
reality: 5) re-Acth-ation and re-experience of traumatic memories, sometimes followed m' amnesia: 6) complete loss of a
sense oftime, often persisting after tr.lumatic re-experience;
7) amnesia for tntumatic C',"ents; 8) amnesia forre<:ent C','ents;
and 9) amnesia for the distant past.
Using the theoretical model d~'eloped br Pierre Janet
rqr.lI'ding the reJalhe feeling of reality in relation to different ps}"chological phenomena Uanet. 1903. 1925, 1928), we
describe and analrLe these \-arious disturbances in DID
patients. Subsequentl)'. we discuss \-arious treatment implications. It is clear thaI man)' therapeutic inten"enlions affect
reality and time disturbances, as will be illustr.lted below.
Automatic Shifts ill ExperiDIl%S of Past alld Present £VDlts
Perhaps among the most frequent phenomena obsen'ed
in DID patients are the alllomalic shifts in experiences ofpast
and present. A DID patient reports about her monthl}' mariL~ltherapysessions: wi know that there is a month in belween
them, bUI whcn I talk lhal month is taken OUI of it. Then
shc talks about topics raised in the last marital session as if
they had just been mentioncd )'estcrdarand no de\"clopments
have wkcn place since then. Not knowing this, thc thcrapist
has often remarked in these sessions that he does nOt know
whal the patient is talking about or referring to. She has
placed her accounts of the past too high relali\'e to her experience of the present, so that the past and present ha\"e equal
ps)"chological force, She also has little .sense of tile time passed
belween sessions, so thaI she is placing the account of that
time tOO Ww in the hierarchy: it holds liule rele\'ance. and
perhaps does not exist for her,
Currelll stressors or trauma can also cause a patient to
re\'ert defensh'ely 10 time disorientation. A patient "''as told
by one of the authors in session that her back-up therapist
had suddenly and unexpectedly died the da}' before, In the
follo",ing session the next day, the patient reported that she
felt confused and disoriented, She had gone to sleep for 5e\'eral hours the pr~ious afternoon and had awakened in the
earl}' ~"ening. but had not kno....T l what time or da}' it ....'as.
Sometimesshe beli~'ed it ....'asSC\·eral days earljer. and some-I)
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times she believed it was farther in the future. This disorientation had continued to the session. On exploration she
was finally able to say, "It's a wish of some of my alters. A wish
to control time, to push it back before [the therapist] died.
I want to go back before so I can make it not happen, or go
500 years in the future to get away from the pain and sadness." In this case the therapist was able to intervene byassisting the patient to realize her deep grief, and by facilitating
the expression of it.
Distartions In Experiencing the Future
DID patients may place the (probably) distant future too
high in the hierarchy. This is a disturbance in temporal perspective. A 20-year-old patient had just celebrated her mother's 52nd birthday. Almost in tears, she told the therapist
that her mother was already so old that itwouldn't take long
before she would die. And she would terribly miss her mother. Also, her own husband was only six years younger than
her mother, so his time would also come soon, and then she
would be completely alone. Another patient turned fifty and
experienced a major depression because she believed her
life to be nearly over, in spite of excellent health.
Attachment disruptions with the therapist are often
feared and the patient projects him or herself into the future
that holds abandonment. One patient discussed her resistance by saying, 'Why should I change and heal? Itjust means
that therapy will end, and you will leave me." The patient
was experiencing the intense affects of panic and grief in
the moment of discussing this, though she and the therapist
had acknowledged that this was going to be a quite long-term
therapy. The therapeutic strategy in this case was one ofgradually assisting the patient to develop more tolerance and
experience of the present andrealrelationship in the moment,
to facilitate grieving of historical abandonment and loss, and
generally to build more effective coping skills for the losses
that are inherent in life. Questions such as, 'What is it like
for you as we are here together in this moment?" can be helpful to ground the patient in the present.
Patients may also project the past into the future, and
of course, the above example could also be seen as a projection of past abandonment into the future. One patient
was terrified to attempt to remember a particular incident
because one identity firmly believed that "remembering will
make it happen again." Distortions in the experience of
future almost always focus on catastrophic expectations so
that the patient is living in a world ofworst possibilities rather
than of probabilities. Such expectations form the core of the
patient's personal theory of reality, and color all experiences.
In such cases little weight is given to present experiehce, and
thus the capacity to learn from (new) experience is impaired.
Patien ts may be encouraged to re-focus on presen t experience, i.e, may be asked, 'What is happening now?" Cognitive
work to challenge distorted expectations and beliefs about
what will happen is essential.
2)

3)

Dominance ofDevelopmentally Fixated Time Perspective
Many DID patients have immature aspects of the mind
that exhibit at least partial, and sometimes more complete,
manifestations ofearly developmental levels, including experiences of time sense. Identities who describe themselves as
children often express a child's experience of time: endless,
without boundaries, witll an inability to "tell" time, or mark
the hours or days (Piaget, 1971/1927). Although the borderline states contain elements of timelessness (Hartocollis,
1978), this process in dissociative identity states is quite concrete and literal. In this case an adult sense of time is placed
too low in the hierarchy and an historical child's experience
supersedes it.
An example concerns a therapist's promise to an DID
patient, made during a difficult session, to call for support
the next day. This promise was experienced by the patient
as much too unspecific. For instance, child identities had
already begun to ask early in the morning, 'When will he
call?" A more mature identity had to reassure these child
states again and again, became irritated herself because of
it, and the waiting for the call became more and more stressful for the patient. The outcome was that when the tllerapist called at the end of the day, the patient was already fed
up with the issue of his supportive telephone call. It would
have been much better if the therapist had mentioned a specific time to call (and, incidently, keep his promise). In fact,
not making the promise to call would have been better for
tllis patient than the promise made in its original way.
Another example is related in the case of identities who
find it difficult to bear the time between session because:

It is endless and we don't know when we will
see you again, or if we will. We can't read the
clock, and even if we could, we don't understand what it means. We don't know what
comes after Monday, or how long Monday is,
or even what Monday is. Timejust isn't in our
brains, and when the others (identities) try
to explain it to us, it doesn't make sense.
It becomes clear in such cases that the developmen t of
object constancy may depend to some degree on the development of time sense in children, and that the development
of object constancy in patients may be facilitated by interventions to refine perceptual time functioning. In these cases,
the more functional identities are encouraged to assist
immature identities in gaining a more current experience
of time, or in giving them relevant information about time,
while the long-term work of attachment will more indirectly affect time experiences of this nature.
A primary factor supporting distorted sense of time is
the hypnotic surround in which dissociated identities exist
in the intrapsychic world; it serves as a buffer from the present world. The authors often ask during sessions that the
./
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whole mind be present ~in the present, for all parts of the
mind to look and listen, Such consistent experience of the
presentl\'ilI mitigate the trance distortions inherent in the
deep and timeless intrapsychic stmctures of dissociative
patients, One patient l\'ith l\'holll the therapist consistentl}'
tool;. this approach reported after a )'ear of therap}': W'\'e all
come together now before most sessions and it's not .scary.
We feel safe for the first time; we are beginning to understand l\·here we are, that things ha"e changed, [,'en the children are beginning to understand this is a different place
and time. ~
W

4) IdDitities That &perimce living in the Past
This isa frequentl)'occurring phenomenon in the treatment of DID patients, i.e.. when an identil)' prC\iously being
in a dispositional tate is reactivated and begins participating in current life. An early example is pro,ided b}' Breuer"s
fumous patient Anna A" whose alternation between her two
JXrsonaliti was also an alternation between the Ddumatic
,earofl I and the then current year, 1 2 (MooeU, 1990,
p,77).

Leonie. one of our 010 patients. prmides us \\ith an
example ofan identity who had prC\iousl}' been quite active,
then finds tllat she has lost ten years between the time she
was thrown OUI of her house and tile current time, During
one of the first nights she becomes aware again in her own
[different] aparunem, she l\TOte:
A long time is past, I don't !mow this life. That
telC\ision, I don't knov,' how v:e got here.
Neitherdo I recognize the children's rooms,
The colors, How big they are. \Vhere are \\'e?
Nobody comes here. But nobody can live
here, either, Do other people not live here
either? How does food come here? Who does
so, who felches it? , , . I do sit here but in this
house I cannot live. Hm':ever, it is rather safe
here. The best thing is not to go away from
here. Apparently someone is laking care of
things. At least, it appears that ....'3y. there is
food. there is electricity. I don't want to go
a....'3.y from here, although I don't think it is
a nice apartment. I don't like the colors and
the materials, Who ....·ould li\'e here? Blue is
m}' color, and I prefer couon, I don't see
those here. Bad taste. ~
Again, such identities ....;11 find that experiencing the present fully is a curative factor: it amomatically reorders the
hierarchy of percei\'ed reality, as it is difficult to experience
more than one Ie\'el of reality simultaneously. The more the
present is experienced, the less the pastorfuttlre ....;l1 be foremost in eXJXrience,

eo",pfele Loss of a $nue of Time
TIl is experience is conceptually related to the notions
of depersonalization and derealization, and often persists
after traumatic reexJXriences, As one ofJanet's patients complained: wYesterday, today, tomorro....'appearto me the same,
as a great emptiness- Uanel. 1903, \'01, I, p, 3(0). ~fan)' DID
patients remark occasionally that it is as if the prt:\;ous session, earlier that ....·eek. took place a month or e\'en longer
ago. Often they also Slate that they don't !i"e completely in
the present: thc)' are not yet completeh' -here. WSuch experiences result from the patient being absent from his or her
real experience in the present (placing the account too low),
and by not raising an\' other accounts in its place, resulting
in .....hat amounts to psychological suspended animation.
During a perioo in which a patient had increased contact ....; th her siblings and discussed ....; th them their past in
their highly disturbed family. she reported ha\ing a hard
time:
5)

...Timedoesn't fit in m}'experience: the week
just passes by and I think, 'Again I didn·t do
a thing: Then it happens to be only -'Ionda}'
or Tuesday... On the other hand. there is also
a feeling of'lI's the .....eekend again, hurrah!'
That doesn't fit either, because it is onl}'
Tuesday. But then J am going to beha\'e as if
it is the .....eekend, and I tell m}'SClf. 'For me.
it is the weekend: I start to beha'"e like that:
tn}' son is allowed to go lO bed later, I pleasamly ....'3tch T.V., and so on. Somewhere.
there is indeed Ihe idea thai il is Tuesday, bUI
it doesn't penetrate [non-realization],
The renewed contact with her siblings reacti\<lted traumatic memories in some of tile patient's identities. This reacti\'3lion caused a lowcring of the memal level (psychological tcnsion) and it subsequently became more difficult to
correctly order reality and time.
The patient reportcd in her therapy session on Friday:
There is very much time ill between now and
last Monday [last session): I do kno..... what we
ha\'e talked about and J ha"e checked what
J ha\'e done c\'ery day. J can also detennine
that the .....orld continued as usual, that C\'er)'thing is alright \\ith the children and that no
disasters ha'"e occurred, and that I did not
go on a trip, but I JurlJI! O'tIly tM Uka. I miss the
sense of time... I see that there ....'aS a certain
atmosphere on a particular day, but I don't
fcel it... Rec III eeks were terrible. in fact.
but I don't kilo • wh}'.- The therapist asks,
~Ho do)'ouexperience it, then?- wHow I felt
this ·cek ....'aS also terrible. but I don't !mo....•
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that from inside myself. I am telling you this,
because I planned to do so. Otherwise I would
have said, 'I am tired, I know that I have slept
little this week...' When I think about these
days, I do remember certain things. But they
keep standing on their own apart from everytlling: Tuesday, Wednesday, it's not a whole.
Logically, I do know that Tuesday comes after
Monday, and I know it is a series, but that's
about it.
Depersonalization involves a fundamen tal loss of sense
of self, not only in present time, but more pervasively the
patient experiences a peculiar lack of place on the spacetime continuum. It is a dysphoric limbo in which most perceptual capacities are disturbed, including time functioning.
As the above case illustrates, this acute sense of depersonalization may result as a defensive response to trauma or emerging traumatic memories. We also postulate tllat chronic and
early neglect may contribute to depersonalization due to the
presence ofsevere identity disturbances, lack of sensory stimulation that impedes sensory organization and healthy body
image, and deficits in self-care capacities such as affect regulation and self-soothing.
6)

Reactivation and Re-experience of Traumatic Memories
When a traumatic memory is reactivated, the person has
lost his/her sense of time Oanet, 1903, 1904). There is no
sense or full experience of the present (the account is placed
too low). This "present" is the traumatic experience which
occurs again, and in which tllere is no development of time.
Modell (1990) draws our attention to Schiffer's (1978) study
in which he described the effect of a massive trauma in a
woman, who, during her adolescence, had been an inmate
of Nazi prison camps. For her, "the past was experienced as
the presen t; the nightmare of the past became the only
prospect for the future" (1978, pA8). Schiffer described her
experience of time as the "telescoping" of the past in to the
future (placing accounts of the past and future in simultaneous positions high in degree of reality), with the obliteration of present time (placing its account too low). He considered the "destruction of time" the most direct attack on
her health.
Cohen (1967) states, """ithout a tacit belief in a tomorrow nearly everything we do today would be pointless" (p.
33). The reactivation of traumatic memories causes a lowering of the mental level (psychological tension), which is
related to an increased sense of fragmentation. This fragmentation impedes the capacity to maintain perceptual time
functioning. Spiegel, Frischholz and Spira (1993, p. 773) state
that "the immersion in the traumatic recollection is at times
so intense that normal temporal Olientation is lost-the trauma is relived as tllOugh it were occurring in the presen t, rather
than simply remembered. This intense recollection tends to

suppress associations tllatwould come from normal temporal
orientation, thereby hampering associative retrieval." The
re-experiencing of traumatic memory may thus hamper the
capacity to process current information except in tlle context of the trauma and the time of the trauma. It impedes
realization, not only that the trauma happened in the past,
but thatitis over and nota part of the present; in other words,
the realization that time has progressed.
One identity of a patient reported on her time experiences when she suffers from flashbacks:
It continues to rage in my head. Alotofnoise.
But also again continuously all kind of flashes, films sometimes. Am scared. Cannot look
at it. Difficult to stop. Do not want to see it,
cannot see it sometimes either. Do see it, but
it does not penetrate. Have said this already
so often. It makes me scared. Because it is
scary that it happens suddenly. But also
because it makes me completely confused.
Confused about time, mainly. Not only about
whether things are of this moment or of the
past. It also becomes more and more difficult to keep a grip on the time of now. The
clock appears not to be trusted. It is suddenly
an hour later, and then again five minutes
appear longer than three days. Try now to
concentrate very much on clear things.
Doesn't help really. A little bit, in fact. Try to
stop the films and put them away, as I was
taught. That helps best.
On the same day, another identity writes:
In order to stay in touch with time, she [referring to tlle patient] falls again into old tricks:
reading loudly from the telephone directory, counting the letters ofnewspaper articles,
having two music pieces play at the same time
and then follows one particular instrument
in one of the pieces, and so on. All in all a
rather chaotic situation.
Such coping strategies - compulsive as they may be might be considered rhythmic activities that provide a short
time sense, a marking of the passage of time and thus a comfort and reassurance (Terr, 1984).
Sometimes time disturbances may be quite clear manifestations of resistances that defend against attachment and
loss of attachment, affective intolerance, change, and the
meaning of traumatic events. In tlle following case, a patient
had tied her deepest identity to the affects and vivid experiences of the past trauma, and had great fear about attempting to live in the present. These re-experiences had a high ....
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degree of reality, btll a ver}' low degrec of rcalization, and
thus continued to be unassimilated; her accounts of the trauma werc very high in Janet's hierarchy because of the defen·
.. i\"t~ purpose they continued to serve. Howe\'er, after man)'
\ ears of therap}'. the patient was able to discuss for the first
time her reluctance to li\'e in the present rather than continuously re-cxperience her traumatic past.
It'sa comfon. and familiar back. there.ltgoes
on and on. and thus so do I. TIlcn is woo I
am. The pain of then is my core and itdoesn't
fitven'",'ell in the now. I realh'onl)'cxist then.
I am att3ched to it lik.e Siamese twins who
share major organs. If I uv to li\'e in the now
for more than a few moments at a time, I \'IiU
lea\'e me behind and I \'Iill be no more.
The management of traumatic memories has been discussed extensivel}' else\\'here, and is mentioned later in this
paper under the section discussing the stage oftreatment of
traumatic memories. The techniquesim'oh'ed in grounding,
reorienting. containing, suppressing, and fractionating are
all relC\'ant to the restoration ofan ordered hierarch}' ofrealit)' and perceptual time functioning.

7) Am"esiafor Traumatic £vents
Amnesia for traumatic C\'ents is quite common in dissociative patients, and ill\'olves a tOl.allack of perceptual time
functioning for the period, as well as lack of realization, The
alle\iation of the dissociath'e barrier will restore some, if not
all, of this time functioning, prO\';ded that realization ensues.
A primal'}' defense of dissocialive patients is to prevent realization, thus the resistances to remembering must be thoroughl)' anal)"lcd in order for the amnestic barrier to erode.
Events for \"hich there is amnesia are placed so low in the
hierarch)' ofperceived realit}' that they no longer exist except
in sensorimotor, non-verbal form,
A patient often walked in the middle of the night in
extremely dangerous places. She said she ~needed~ to be
rdped, She had no mcmor}'ofbeing raped pre\';ollsly.ln the
course of working through this ver}' destnlctive habit_ she
recalled that as a child she had often plared in a nearby park
",ithom supen'ision until all hours o[ thc nighL She "~dS brutally rdpt..-d one night by a stranger ""hen she was ten rears
old. She "''as subsequentJ)' able to obtain a copy of a police
report that corroborated this memory, although her famil),
refused to discuss it with her.
Another patient \\'as an extremel}' bright and functionalla",}er who r«alled a very traumatic history \'lith his mother. He denied abusive invokement by his father. HowC\'er,
on a \isit his sister revealed to him that their father had been
bnltally abusi\'e to him. The sister had no memory that the
mother had been abusive to hcr, but the patient could
describe memories of the mother's abuse of the sister. Two

mher siblings confinned both oftheir memories several years
later when contact \\'as re-established among all the siblings,
and the other siblings continned that the parents as well as
se\'eral aunts and uncles had been bnltall}' abusivc. AJI siJ>.
lings were high I)' dissociati\'e and although they shared some
memories. thC'}' ",'ere often amnestic for C\'cnts that other
siblings remembered.

8) Amnmafor R«tnl £vents
Patients ma} complctely dissociate current C\·ents. This
is often related 10 Ihe inabilit\' to realize some difficult
aspect(s} of present life. It is quite usuaJ for patients to be
unable to rt."C311 thc comcnts of the prC\ious session, particularl}' if the session "'as intense. This mal' sen-e as one of
the mal1\'cucs about pacing the therapy. But also, on a more
mundane IC\e1, highl} dissociati\'e indhiduals often cannot
remember routine daily experiences, contributing to a
chronic emptiness. confusion, and sense of missing out on
life. One paticlH ga\'c \'ery vaguc accounts of her dail}' routine, until it became clear to her and the therapist that she
reall), did not remember most ofwhat she did C\'el)' day. and
mcrd)' assumed cenain acti\ities had occurred.
On a more pen'asive 1C\'el, one patient "'as unable to
recall the pre\ious da)', including the fact that she had seen
a gynccologist for thc first time the da)' before. The doctOr
had told the roung woman that she was sterile because of
sc\'ere internal SC3ITing. She was defcnding not ani)' against
the difficuh news that she was sterile, but also against the
reason she had become stcrile, which was directly related to
sadistic abuse she had cndured for several years as a pre-teen,
as well as against tntUlllatic memorics that werc uiggered b),
the gynccolobrical examination,
When switching occurs, amnesia oflen follows. Man)'
patients repol1 that they lose time, but find c\idcnceofbeha\'·
iors during the amncstic period. Generally, the indi\idual
who experiences the amnesia is avoiding some difficult issue,
either imnlpsychically or interpersonally, or is responding
to particular triggers. Switching should be minimized
through therapeutic interventions, but must not be confused
with supprcssing altcrs.
9) Am"er;a for the DistOllt Past
In addition to amnesia for traumatic e\'ents, man}'
patients report long periods of amnesia extending for
months or years in earl}' childhood, Often thcre is pen'asivc
neglect during these periods that ma}' ha\'e accompanied the
more ass.'Ullti\'e episodes of abuse. One patient reponed she
had absolutel}' no memory beforc the age oftwcnt)'-two, and
in fact, did not kno"" where she was born, what college she
had attended, etc. When a panicular identit}' is in executi\'e
control for extended periods and thcn relinquishes dominance to another identit}', there is often amnesia for the period of time that identit}' was in control.
PatientS may have amnesia for the past as a ""'a}'to a\'oid
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triggering traumatic memories. One patient could not
remember any interactions with her father from childhood.
This selective amnesia was clearly a defense that protected
her from remembering the abuse she suffered by him. Once
she was able to remember the abuse, she was also able to
gradually piece together a more complete picture of her interactions with him in general. Another patient suddenly realized in session that she was trying to remember and work
through her past in the present. She had previously believed
that she was attempting to do it in the past where it was too
frightening to think about.

TREATMENT
This section is necessarily brief, providing a mere
overview of basic u'eatment principles that may be related
to time distortion difficulties in the DID patien t. Therapeutic
change is in essence the reorganization of the experience
of reality and time (Modell, 1990). Adequate reality testing,
including locus of events, will occur through maturation of
self-object relations. Development of the capacities to tolerate
and regulate affect, to self-soothe, and to manage intrapsychic conflict through secondary mental process are critical
to the ability to increasingly discern reality. The increasing
capacity of the patient to directly engage in the therapeutic
relationship without a trance state will enhance both reality perception and time sense. Therapy is most often directed towards other changes which naturally bring about the
reorganization of time. Therapeutic improvement is indicated with a gradual but frequently interrupted approach to
the normative hierarchy of time, with the patient being more
and more able to stay in the present while feeling connected with his or her past and future experiences. In otherwords,
progress is shown by an increasing sense of continuity.
A 38-year-old DID patient provides an example of how
therapy begins to help her in this respect:
In many regards I live in a world which is not
complete... On the one hand I live continuously in the past: then I continuously don't
react to the present but to something from
the past. But on the other hand, I have a lack
of that same past, a shortage... that is one of
the reasons I feel so lonely. I don't lack people, but what is missing is that my life starts
every day allover again. The therapy sessions
give me something of: 'all of it still belongs
together.' The therapist answered, 'Although
it isn't felt yet, it is known.' 'This gives a less
lonely feeling,' she replied, 'Because one
knows it already a little... a kind of reassurance, I don't see all of it, but all of it is there'?

Given that Terr (1983, 1984, 1990, 1994) has suggested

that time disturbances may have defensive purposes, it follows that major resistances may be deeply embedded in particular organizations of time and in degrees ofperceived reality regarding particular traumatic episodes. Identification and
analysis of such resistances can be particularly helpful in the
U'eannen t process.
According to both Janet and modern clinicians (Brown,
Scheflin, & Hammond, 1998; Herman, 1992; Horevitz &
Loewenstein, 1994; Kluft, 1993a; van del' Hart, Brown & van
del' Kolk, 1989), the treatment of DID and other traumainduced disorders can be divided in three basic stages: 1)
stabilization and symptom reduction; 2) treatment of traumatic memories; and 3) reintegration and rehabilitation. In
actual treannent, these basic stages often succeed each other
a number of times. Therapeutic approaches and specific
interventions that facilitate movement toward a normative
time experience will be considered briefly within each of
these stages.
Stage 1: Stabilizatiqn and Symptom Reduction
When beginning treannent of DID patients, it is often
obvious that they suffer tremendously from re-experiences
of their trauma, witll all related symptoms. The first stage is
geared as much as possible to reorient them to the present
and to help them structure their daily lives. Reorientation
to the present entails, among other things, that the therapist must help the patient to experience the traumatic past
as little as possible as actual reality. Reduction of u'iggering
phenomena are helpful, as well as grounding and orienting
to the present (van del' Hart & Friedman, 1992). The use of
medication often plays an important part in early treannent
of PTSD symptoms (Davidson & van del' Kolk, 1996; Saporta
& Case, 1991).
Since the ego organizes time and perceives reality, various ego deficits in self-eare functions should be assessed and
aggressively treated during this stage (McCann & Pearlman,
1990). These include the capacity to modulate and tolerate
affect, the ability to self-soothe, the capacity to regulate selfhatred, and tlle ability to tolerate aloneness. Such abilities
are necessary precursors to the establishment of realization.
We find it useful to regularly "invite"all parts of the divided mind to be present, to remind other alters that it is the
present, and for the individual to be monitoring him-or herself for signs that the past is superseding the present.
Hypnotic interventions that "transport" the patient from the
past to the present may be useful at times, particularly when
accompanied by grounding techniques. Asking particular
alters to "look around and see where you are" and specifically make eye contact that may reduce the trance state rna)!
be helpful.
The essence ofwhat can be attained in this stage is a relatively restricted life in the present, based on a "covered"
past. The patient lives to some degree - not fully - in the
present but does not dispose of or metabolize a past (see ,/'
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\ppelfeld, 1993), Thiscontinues to be a precarious balance,
\\hich may be disturbed by new sU'essful life e\'ents, The
patient cOlllinues to be vulnenl.ble, and cOntinues to experience a large degree of time distortions and lack of realiLation.

Stage 2: Trratmmt ofTmumatic Mrnwries
The U'eaunent of traumatic memories is ''Cf}' demanding. Refining and re-o"'11ing the lost traumatic time is a
painful challenge. The use of fractionated techniques
reduces the burden onh' partially. The goal of this stage is
to place the respective traumatic memories into their proper place in perceived realil}' (past rather than present experience), thereh)' transforming them inlo normal. narrati"e
memories of the trauma. The procedures for reaching III is
goal are described elsewhere (e.g.. K1uft. 1996; Sachs &
Pelerson, 1994. 1995; Slede & Colrain. 1990; ''an der Hart
el aI., 1993). It can be expected thai time dislurbances rna)'
temp(muil} increase during this lime, as do other spnptoms.
I-!O\·..e·..er, when a treatment approach utilizing pacing and
fractionation of this process (e.g.• KJuft, 1996). time disturbances can be minimized.
When a patient is re-experiencing a traumatic memory,
it may be useful 10 h}pnoticaJl}' progress the time from the
beginning of the memory. 10 the middle, to Ihe end, and
Ihen ask Ihe patient to mO"e completely into the present.
This can all be accomplished to the count often. A patient
lIlay also be instmcted to experience a particularl}' difficult
memory in a sel time period, such as ten seconds, At times
it ma)' be useful to ask a functional alter to -gem.!)' pull the
part of you that is in the pasl into the present." Afler each
intervention to allow aspects of Ihe mind to be more in the
present, it is essenlialto do grounding lechniques to solidify their sense of present realit),.
Although the patient suffers with each new traumatic
re-experience from disturbances in the hierarch)' of lime
experience, it is apparent that she or he is increasingl)' able
10 live more fully in the present in belween episodes, and to
relate the past and future to the present.

Stage J: Reintegration and RehabilitatiOtI
Even when most traumatic memories have been integrated, it seems thai the patient still does nOlli"e completely
in the preselll. When one alter participates in daily life, the
other parts do not participate in it to the same degree. KJuft
(1993b) reported that patients who did not choose for complete illlegration (unificalion) and who suffered from sU'ess
or unresol'·ed traumatic memories relapsed into a d),sfunctional fragmentation. ~Iost patients he studied who .....ere Full)'
integrated reportw an increast<! quality oflife. We mal' add
that this should include the ability to maintain a relatively
stable percepmal lime function. As mentioned above, it is
important to encourage all alters or -pans of the mind- to
~be present in the present. ~Once thisgoal has been attained

to a large degree in therap)'. it will namrally follow in the
patient's larger world.
Throughout all treatment stages of OlD patients and
other traumatized patients careFul auention should be given
to the resistances and defenses inhercm in time and rcalit}
distortions. as in all other aspects oFtreaunent. We have found
it useful to map these Out in great detail, then ",·ork through
them b}' pairing careful cognitive work with curren I experiences. TIle particular resistances to realization are especially difficult in trauma palients and rna" be complex. involving Ille participation ofnumerous aspects ofthe mind. Such
resistances are oFten relaled 10 fear of loss of altachment.
fear of O\·e~·helmingalfet:t. fear ofrealizing the trauma, and
fear of change. One of us has employed h}pnotic image!)'
of IllC -ri'·er of kno",ing- thai flo", throughout one's life.
coursing strongl}'and surel}' throughout the OlD S}"Stem. The
patient is reminded Ilmt this -river~ has been in place. pro,;ding nourishmenl and replenishment for the patient"s
whole life. The p.ltielll may begin by simply acknowledging
its presence, and gradually grow to appreciate its meaning
and wealth of infonnation.
It c.lnnOI be emphasized enough thai any .....ork on traumalic memory must be placed in the cOlllext of the 1l1erapelitic relationship, "'ith close attention to the transference
and countertransference process. Both the reaming for and
the fearofatt..lchment, and theauendant needs 1l1at emerge
in the patient. \\ill playdecidedl)' important roles in the man·
ifestations of traumatic memof}' and their subsequent resolutions,
DISCUSSION
In addition 1.0 the ob\·iol.ls distress thaI time disorders
and distortions in perceh'ed reality cause the individual
patient, the broader implications of these difficulties have
been briefl)'mentioned. These phenomenacolltrol the trauma 'ictim's personalthe0'l' ofreality to a great extent. which
we discussed in a paper elsewhere (Steele & \'all der Hart,
1994; [seealsoJanoff-Bulman, 1985] 1992). TIlesur"h'orcannot trul), heal \\;thout establishing some balanced 'iew of
life. with some measure of safety and pleasure in 1l1e present. When the pasl holds more reality Ihan the present. and
when lime Funclion is disnlpted so that the present is difficult to experience, an indi'idual cannot fully establish a sense
of self in the present, and thus relies on Ihe past. So the correction of lime dislurbances is cmcial to the ultimate healing of the individual.
Becau.sc perceptual time functions are disturbed in trauma, the ,ictim's eyC\\;me5S accounts mal' contain descriptive inaccuracies. This has important implications not only
For IllC 1l1erdpist, \','ho must find a balance becween uncritical belief and skepticism, but also for the current disputed
memory cOIlU'o\'ers}' and Ille legal S)"Stem. The trauma mal'
be described as longer or shoner than was acrual. Distortions
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TIME DISTORTIONS

in the degree of perceived reality may place accounts so low
in the hierarchy that they are dismissed as fantasy, dream,
or hallucination, or perhaps even considered to have happened to someone else.
There is also a special implication for placing accounts
too high in perceived reality. It is important to note that hallucinations or mcon-ect ideas or fantasies (such as those about
previous lives) about alleged traumatic events may also be
placed in the realm ofexperienced reality, as well actual traumatic events, so that individuals genuinely may be confused
about the difference between external events and intrapsychic phenomena. It is important not only to consider the
experience of a traumatic event, but also to explore perceptual disturbances and degree of reality assigned to the
event. This more thorough exploration may lead to the individual reordering the account to a higher or lower level in
the hierarchy of perceived reality.
Reality and time distortions playa significant role in the
confusion and suffering of many DID patients. The recognition and treatment of such disturbances are paramount
within the overall treatment process for such individuals.•
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